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Abstract
Nowadays, more and more often, complex systems are built by assembling together di,erent
system components. This technology also a,ects the construction of heterogeneous and=or hybrid
systems where components can represent hardware sensors, software controllers, etc. Moreover
the resulting system is normally distributed. These systems have often real-time constraints=
requirements and each component is characterized by its own speed determined by its local
clock. In this paper we present a framework to specify and statically analyze the architecture of
a system as a network of (parallel) components, each one with its own local clock. Con$guring
the system means to formally de$ne how to get the global clock out of the local clocks. This
clock con$guration step is “optimal” that is, it is the best way to relate the local clocks so that
the maximum number of synchronizations in the system can happen. Besides the usual behavioral
and timing analysis, it is, for example, possible to verify if, and how changing the local speed
of a component can a,ect the global performance of the system.
Components behaviors are speci$ed by means of a simple process algebra. Local clocks are
modeled as higher order terms in a given signature, and uni$cation is used to de$ne the common
clock. Then an operational semantics de$nes which transitions a process can perform and which
transitions let time to elapse. A set of case studies illustrate the approach. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Heterogeneous and hybrid systems are built by assembling together di,erent system
components like hardware sensors, software controllers, etc. Besides the traditional
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$eld of control systems [13,1,20], the need of assembling together heterogeneous com-
ponents is more and more frequent due to the widespread di,usion of information
technology in any application $eld, from multimedia applications to telecommunica-
tion systems. These systems have often real-time constraints=requirements and each
component is characterized by its own speed determined by its local clock. This means
that at each tick of its clock the component can perform an action.
In our view, con$guring a system out of such components means to decide two
things, how the components are connected together in a given architecture and, with
respect to time how to determine a global clock of the system in terms of the vari-
ous local clocks. To a certain extent the latter consists in adjusting the local clocks
to suitably relate to each other. In physical terms this can be seen as deciding the
starting time of each component. In the literature, much attention has been given to
the $rst con$guration step,both at the architectural level and at the speci$cation level
[21,16,18,3,19], and to modeling time in various formalisms [2,15,22,20,10,14].
In this paper we present a framework in which it is possible to specify the architec-
ture of a system as a network of (parallel) components, each one with its own local
clock. Thus, the con$guration of the behavioral part is achieved by putting the com-
ponents in parallel and let them communicate upon synchronization, similarly to [19].
The con$guration of the clocks means to formally de$ne how to de$ne the global clock
out of the local clocks. This is done by modeling the clocks as higher order terms in a
given signature, and by $nding the way to relate each other through a uni2cation pro-
cess [17], which allows a common clock to be de$ned. Then, if there exists a uni$er,
all the local clocks will be expressed as suitable linear functions of the global one.
Due to the properties of the uni$cation process, i.e. the existence of a unique most
general uni$er, this clock con$guration step is optimal that is, it is the best way to
relate the local clocks so that the maximum number of synchronizations in the system
can happen. The ability of modeling the clock con$guration step allows us, besides
the usual behavioral and timing analysis, to statically analyze the systems with respect
to di,erent con$gurations. For example, we can verify if, and how, changing the local
speed (i.e. the local clock) of a component can a,ect the global performance of the
system. That is the amount of synchronizations in the system increases or decreases.
We apply our analysis framework to three di,erent classical examples, “The Mine
Pump”, “The Lip Synchronization Problem” and “The Steam Boiler”. Although the
modeling of these examples is similar, they allow us to explore di,erent analysis
issues.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2, introduces the language of components,
and its operational semantics. The language is CCS-like [21]. It is worth noticing that
our approach is highly independent of the language chosen to model the behavioral
aspects of components. Our choice has been mainly motivated by the simplicity and
by the familiarity this class of languages exhibit. Section 3, presents the case studies
we use to illustrate the approach. Section 4 shows how we can analyze the system at
con$guration level, that is how we can compare the behavior of di,erent con$gurations
obtained by considering the same components but with di,erent speed and how we can
map our abstract notion of time into real time in order to answer real-time questions.
Section 5 discusses related works, and Section 6 presents conclusions and future works.
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2. The language and its transitional semantics
We adopt a two-level syntax which distinguishes between regular processes and in-
teractive processes. Intuitively, a regular process corresponds to a collection of threads
of computation which must be performed at a single site. An interactive process cor-
responds to a (parallel) composition of regular processes which may evolve indepen-
dently or communicate each other. The language of interactive processes is close to
the language presented in [19].
Before giving the syntax of regular and interacting processes we need some prelim-
inaries. Some notation is essentially borrowed from, or is a minor modi$cation of that
in [21]:
• A (ranged over by ; ; : : :) denotes the set of visible actions and KA= { K | ∈A}
denotes the set of co-actions. Actions and co-actions are useful to model process
synchronization.  ∈A∪ KA denotes the invisible action and is used to model internal
activities of a process.
• Act (ranged over by a; b; : : :) denotes A∪ KA, the set of visible actions while Act
(ranged over by ; ; : : :) denotes the set of all actions Act ∪{}. Complementation
is extended to Act by KKa= a and K= .
• V (ranged over by x; y; : : :), is the set of process variables used for recursive
de$nitions.
•  :Act→Act ranges over relabeling functions. For every action a∈Act, (a)=( Ka)
and ()= .
• N (ranged over by n; n′; : : : ; t; t′; : : :) denotes the set of natural numbers. N;M; : : :
denotes variables over N.
A regular process speci$es a $nite, nondeterministic automata familiar from the theory
of regular languages.
Denition 2.1 (Regular processes). The set of regular processes, RP (ranged over by
p; q; : : :), over Act and V , is the set of closed (i.e., without free variables) terms
generated by the following grammar:
p ::= nil | :p | p+ p | x | rec x :p:
Process nil denotes a deadlock process; i.e., a process which cannot perform any action.
By pre$xing a term p with an action , we get a process term :p which can perform
an action  and then behaves like p. p1+p2 denotes the nondeterministic composition
of p1 and p2, while rec x :p is used for recursive de$nitions.
A distributed, interacting process, or IP term, is a ($nite) parallel combination of
regular processes equipped with their own local clock, or a term restricted by an action,
or a term relabeled according to a relabeling function. The local clocks are modeled
in terms of a restricted form of the so called “iterative terms” de$ned in [17]. Iterative
terms are higher order terms that $nitely represent in$nite sequences of $rst order
terms. Thus they seem natural candidates to model time in a discrete way (it can be
thought as an in$nite sequence of $nite objects) and time passing.
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Denition 2.2 (Interacting processes). The set of interacting processes, IP (ranged over
by P;Q; : : :) is the set of terms generated by the following grammar:
P ::= 〈p; N x :tm(x)〉 | P | Q | P\{a} | P[];
where p∈RP, a∈Act, Nx :tm(x) is an iterative term, m∈N and N is a variable
over N.
Remark 2.1. In the syntax of interactive processes, parallelism can only appear at the
top level. This makes sure that the standard operational semantics Na la Milner [21]
of any interacting process can be described by a $nite state transition system. This is
signi$cant to prove that the timed operational semantics we are going to present can
also be described by a $nite state transition system.
Let us spend some words explaining the local clocks and the role they play in analyzing
the behavior of concurrent systems. As already said we model local clocks with a
restricted form of the so-called “iterative terms” de$ned in [17]. Here we make use of
a subclass of iterative terms; those of the form
Nx :tm(x);
where m is a natural number and N is a variable over natural numbers called N degree
variable. This iterative term denotes the sequence
{x; tm(x); t2×m(x); t3×m(x); : : :}:
The intuitive meaning of a term like Nx :tm(x) is that by ranging N over natural
numbers, we obtained di,erent elements of the sequence that it denotes. In particular,
each natural number n denotes the term obtained by unfolding the context tm n-times
at the subterm x (where, by convention, we denote a term t(t(t(x))) with t3(x)). For
instance, a term like Nx :t2(x) denotes the in$nite sequence {x; t2(x); t4(x); t6(x); : : :}.
This sequence can be thought as the time instants (ticks) where a process is active and
hence can perform an action. It is obtained by letting N to range over by {1; 2; : : : ; !};
N =0 generates x, N =1 generates t2(x), N =2 generates t4(x); : : : : We can think of
x as the starting observation time and of t i(x) as the ith tic of the local clock (t is
a $rst order term on a certain signature  ). By varying on the degree variable and
assuming di,erent expressions in the body of  iterative terms, we can have a di,erent
scale of the time and hence di,erent local clocks (di,erent speeds for the components).
For instance term Lx :t3(x) denotes {x; t3(x); t6(x); t9(x); : : :} and is always obtained by
ranging L over {1; 2; : : : ; !}.
Nx :t2(x) and Lx :t3(x) with N and L di,erent variables denote the temporal scales
of two systems evolving independently according to their own relative speed. The
intuition here is that each  iterative term represents an in$nite sequence of elements
which we thought as the time sequence.
In this way, we can analyze how a global system behaves when a component is
scheduled to be executed on a slower or faster architecture. This amounts to comparing
two di,erent systems where the same component has a slower, respectively faster,
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local clock. For instance a system with local clock Nx :t2(x) is faster than the one
with local clock Lx :t3(x) because from the starting observation time (x) to a common
time (t6(x)) the former local clock has four ticks ({x; t2(x); t4(x); t6(x)}) and hence the
system can perform four actions, while the latter has only three ticks ({x; t3(x); t6(x)}).
Common times are particularly interesting to study possible system synchronizations.
Two processes can synchronize if they can perform communicating actions at the same
time. Thus, according to the above example, two processes with local clocks Nx :t2(x)
and Lx :t3(x), respectively, may synchronize at times ({t6(x); t12(x); t18(x); : : :}).
Thus common times represent times where process components possibly synchronize.
Due to the way we have modeled clocks, the existence of common times depends on
the existence of a uni$er among all local clocks. The theory of iterative terms states
that the problem of determining whether for any pair of iterative terms there exists an
(in$nite) sequence of common terms or not is decidable. In case it exists a theorem
also gives the maximum sequence of common terms (which, intuitively, correspond
to the maximum sequence of times where processes can synchronize). In the class of
iterative terms we are considering it is always possible to $nd the maximum sequence
of common terms. The theorem gives the most general uni$er among terms. The most
general uni$er relates the degree variables of the iterative terms with a fresh variable
degree which generates the maximum sequence of common terms. For instance, the two
terms Nx :t2(x) and Lx :t3(x) initially independent unify for L=2Q and N =3Q with
Q a fresh name. Thus we could also consider iterative terms 3Qx :t2(x) and 2Qx :t3(x)
to generate the sequence {x; t6(x); t12(x); t18(x); : : :}.
In this paper, the notion of most general uni$er is used to detect the least common
time (after the starting one) of a given set of iterative terms (representing local clocks
of parallel processes). This time is the least one where all processes in a net can
perform something. The iterative terms then behaves “periodically” with respect to this
least time. In the period between the starting observation time, i.e. the degree variable
is equal to 0, and the least common time, each iterative term can generate di,erent
elements of their own sequence. For instance,
Nx :t2(x) generates {x; t2(x); t4(x); t6(x)}; while
Lx :t3(x) generates {x; t3(x); t6(x)};
where t6(x) is the least common time. These terms can be ordered in a standard way:
x ¡ t2(x) ¡ t3(x) ¡ t4(x) ¡ t6(x):
This ordered sequence gives the $nest discrete representation of the time for the two
components. At each time of the sequence one of them can perform an action. Being
$nite, this sequence can be put in bijection with a $nite segment of the natural numbers.
We can build a matrix of n entries and m columns, where n corresponds to the length
of the $nest sequence from the starting time to the one preceding the least common
time and m is the number of parallel regular processes in an interactive term. In our
example we have four entries, one for each element of set {x; t2(x); t3(x); t4(x)} and
two columns, one for each component.
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Table 1
A matrix for P
p1 p2
x X X
t 2(x) X
t 3(x) X
t 4(x) X
This matrix indicates which processes are active at a given time, and hence also
which processes may engage in a synchronization. To build the matrix, consider the
$nest (ordered) sequence of terms until the common one. We put an X at the entry
corresponding to an element e of the sequence and column corresponding to a com-
ponent p if the local clock associated with p has e in its sequence. We denote with
p also every p-derivative, that is every state that p reaches during a computation
(or, more formally, every state p′ such that p❀∗p′, where ❀∗ is the re?exive and
transitive closure of the transitional semantics in Table 3). For this reason, a process
p and every p-derivative p′ are indexed by a common name. We will write (p)i and
(p′)i, where index i can be a name of whichever nature such as natural numbers, for
instance. Often we will omit the name from the processes when clear from the context.
The matrix corresponding to interactive process
P = 〈p1; N x :t2(x)〉 | 〈p2; Mx :t3(x)〉
with p1 and p2 two regular processes is given in Table 1.
With abuse of notation, in the rest of this paper, we identify the entries of the matrix
with indexes of the matrix itself, i.e. the natural numbers from 0 to n − 1. We will
say “at time n” to mean the time corresponding to the natural number n in the $nest
sequence of local times. #M denotes the number of entries of matrix M .
Once matrix M is de$ned, the next step is to show how an interactive process
evolves. We give the transitional semantics of an IP process in terms of labeled tran-
sition systems.
Denition 2.3. A labeled transition system is a quadruple 〈S; L; s0; T 〉, where S is the
set of states, L is the set of labels, s0 ∈ S is the initial state and T = { l❀ ⊆ S × S | l∈L}
is the transition relation. As usual, we will write s l❀ s′ instead of 〈s; s′〉 ∈ l❀.
The states of the labeled transition systems associated with IP processes are called
processes with relative times. These are IP processes where the local clocks associated
with the components are replaced by execution times. Processes with relative times also
contain information on the current time slice. The execution time m of a component p
says whether p has been active or not at the current time slice n. We assume that p
has not performed any action at time n if m= n. It has been active at time n, otherwise.
Local clocks and current time are added for technical reasons. They allow us to give
a suitable transitional semantics of interactive processes. In more detail, we want to
make sure that each component performs a single action at each time slice.
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Denition 2.4 (Processes with relative times). The set of processes with relative times
S (ranged over by d; d′; : : :) is the set of terms r . n, where n∈N and r is a term of
the following grammar:
r ::= (p;m)
∣
∣ r | r ∣∣ r\{a} ∣∣ r[]
for p∈RP, m∈N and a∈Act.
Denition 2.5 (Timed actions). The set of labels for labeled transition systems is
L=Act×N.
We now de$ne the transitional semantics of our IP processes. This is done by
considering two transition relations:
• d @n−→d′ that speci$es which actions a process with relative times d can perform at
a $xed time n;
• d @n❀ d′ that speci$es which actions a process with relative times d can perform
when time elapses.
More in detail, we $rst de$ne a transition relation d
@n−→d′, for each n∈ [0; #M ]. This
gives us a family of transition relations, one for each entry n of the matrix M , which
specify which actions are possible at each time slice. This family of transition relations
is then used to de$ne a transition relation d
@n
❀ d′ that speci$es which actions d can
perform when time elapses.
Since, in the current setting, time features as relative (i.e., relative to the number of
entries of the matrix which denotes the least common time for the components) not as
absolute (i.e., relative to the starting observation time), n will be called a “relative” time.
Time passing is de$ned in Table 3. It is worthwhile observing that these rules are
parametric w.r.t. a matrix M . Hence, to be precise, we should write
@n−→M and @n❀ M . For
the sake of simplicity, the subscript will always be omitted because clear from the context.
Let us comment on the rules in Table 2. They are de$ned in a structural inductive
manner (apart from the rule for recursion).
The rule for action pre$xing Act) states that a regular process :p (called i) can
perform an action  at time slice n leading to (regular process) p if :p can be active
at time slice n (M (n; p)=X ) and :p has not already performed any action (its relative
time is n) at that time. The relative time is set at (n + 1)mod #M . This implies that
process i cannot perform any other action at time n.
The rule for nondeterministic composition Sum1) states that a regular process p+ q
(called i) can perform an action  at time n if p (which inherits the same name from
the whole process) can perform the same action at the same time.
The rule for recursion Rec) states that a regular process rec x :p (called i) can
perform an action  at time n if the unfolding of rec x :p, namely p[rec x :p=x] (this
regular process is obtained by replacing each free occurrence of x within p with
rec x :p), can perform the same action at the same time.
Rule Par1) for the asynchronous execution of an action  from the left com-
ponent of a process with relative times is almost standard. It says that if component
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Table 2
Transitional semantics “at time” n; symmetric rules omitted
Act)
M (n; i)=X
((:p)i ; n) . n
@n−→ ((p)i ; (n+ 1)mod #M) . n
Sum1)
((p)i ; n) . n
@n−→ r . n
((p+ q)i ; n) . n
@n−→ r . n
Rec)
((p[rec x:p=x])i ; n) . n
@n−→ r . n
((rec x:p)i ; n) . n
@n−→ r . n
Par1)
r1 . n
@n−→ r′1 . n
(r1|r2) . n @n−→ (r′1|r2) . n
Synch)
r1 . n
a@n−→ r′1 . n; r2 . n
Ka@n−→ r′2 . n
(r1|r2) . n @n−→ (r′1|r′2) . n
Res)
r . n
@n−→ r′ . n; ; K = a
r\{a} . n @n−→ r′\{a} . n
Rel)
r . n
@n−→ r′ . n
r[] . n
()@n−→ r′[] . n
Table 3
Modeling the elapsing of time
TheSame)
d
@n→ d′
d
@n
❀ d′
Time)
r . n
@n
9 ;
up(r; (n+ 1)mod #M) . (n+ 1)mod #M
@m
❀ d′
r . n
@m
❀ d′
r1 performs an action  at time n, then the parallel composition r1|r2 can do the
same.
Rule Synch) deals with synchronization; two processes can synchronize if they can
perform complementary actions at the same time. A synchronization turns out to be a
 action (it is invisible to the external environment).
Finally, rules Res) and Rel), for restriction and relabeling, respectively, are as usual.
The inference rules de$ning the elapsing of time are given in Table 3. There, up is a
function which, given a term r and a natural number n∈ [0; #M ], replaces each rela-
tive time appearing within r with n (e.g., up((a:pi; 2) | (b:qi; 3); 5)= (a:pi; 5) | (b:qi; 5)).
Formally, function up is de$ned by the following axioms and inference rules:
up((p;m); n) = (p; n);
up(r1|r2; n) = up(r1; n)|up(r2; n);
up(r\{a}; n) = up(r; n)\{a};
up(r[]; n) = up(r; n)[]:
We write r . n
@n
9 to mean that there is no d′ such that r . n @n−→d′.
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Only rule Time) needs explanation. Assume that process d= r . n cannot perform
any  action at time n while up(r; m) .m, where m=(n + 1)mod #M (we set every
local clock within r to m in order to $gure out which transitions are possible at that
time), can perform an action  at m leading to d′. Then also d can perform an action
 at time m leading to d′.
The basic idea behind this rule is that synchronizations ( actions) cannot be de-
layed, they must be performed as soon as they can. In other words, two processes
can synchronize when they perform complementary actions at the same time; if one
of the two is able to execute such an action before the other, then a form of busy-
waiting is allowed. This permits one to model a situation in which a faster process
can wait for a slower partner. However, when both partners are ready to synchronize,
the handshaking immediately occurs (note the negative premise in rule Time) which
does not let time pass if a  action can be performed during the current time slice).
On the other hand visible actions can be delayed arbitrarily long before $ring. This
treatment between visible and invisible actions is only apparently di,erent. Invisible
actions denote synchronizations between two parallel components of the same process
(“internal” synchronizations), while visible actions model synchronizations with the
external environment (“external” synchronizations). Thus delayed executions of visible
actions model a situation in which the process responsible for their execution is faster
with respect to an hypothetic external slower partner.
The following proposition (the proof of which is trivial) con$rms our intuition
regarding transition relations
@n−→ and @n❀ .
Proposition 2.1. Let d be a process with relative times. Then:
• d @n−→d′ and d′ @m−→d′′ implies n=m (two subsequent @n−→-transitions always
happen at the same time);
• It can be the case that d @n❀ d′ and d′ @m❀ d′′ with n =m (time can elapse according
to
@n
❀ -transition relation).
Another important property of our transition relations is that they give rise to $nite
state transition systems. This is signi$cant, of course, for automatic veri$cation.
Proposition 2.2. The labeled transition system associated with an IP process, is a
2nite (states and transitions) labeled transition system.
Proof. This is due to the following facts:
(i) The matrix M is $nite (in particular, the number of entries, #M , is $nite);
(ii) The standard operational semantics of any IP process (when astracting away from
local clocks) is a $nite state transition system;
(iii) Each state derived by either transition relation
@n−→ or @n❀ is a state of the tran-
sition relation in (ii) where parallel components (which are $nitely many) have
relative times in [0; #M ] and the current time is also in [0; #M ] (#M is $nite
according to (i)).
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Table 4
A matrix for system S
p1 p2
X X
X
Fig. 1. A transition system for S.
The following example shows a simple system description in our language, the
associated matrix of times and the corresponding transition semantics.
Example 2.1. Consider the simple system speci$ed by
S = (〈p1; N x :t2(x)〉 | 〈p2; Mx :t4(x)〉)\{b};
where p1 = rec x ::(b:x + :x) and p2 = rec x: Kb:x.
The matrix associated with M is that given in Table 4. This says that p1 and p2
can synchronize at times n such that nmod #M =0 (corresponding to times x; t4(x),
t8(x); : : : ; the common ones) while only p1 can be active at times n such that n
mod#M =1 (corresponding to times t2(x), t6(x); : : :).
In Fig. 1 we report the transition system associated with system S when each relative
time is set at 0.
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As we will explain better in Section 4, this simple example shows how the interaction
capabilities of a system may in?uence its functionality.
The following section is entirely devoted to present some real examples which will
be used as test cases for our theory.
3. Systems specication
We apply our framework to three classical examples: “The Mine Pump” taken from
[20], “The Lip Synchronization Problem” taken from [7] and “The Steam Boiler” taken
from [1].
3.1. The mine pump
Water percolating into a mine is collected in a sump to be pumped out of the mine.
The water level sensors, Sensors D and E, detect when water is above a high and a low
level, respectively. A pump controller switches the pump on when the water reaches
the high water level and o, when it goes below the low water level. An operator
must be informed of any level becoming critical so that the mine must be evacuated.
If, due to a failure of the pump, the water cannot be pumped out, the mine must be
evacuated. Another sensor, Sensor A, is in the mine to monitor the methane levels.
The mine must be evacuated in case of critical levels. To avoid the risk of explosion,
the pump must be operated only when the methane level is below a critical level.
Let us describe the intended behavior of the sensors. SensorD performs an internal
action  when the level of water is not high while it performs an action HighWater
(hw) when the water must be pumped out. When the level of the water is too high
the mine must be evacuated. In such a case SensorD performs an action DangerWater
(dw). SensorE is similar. When the level of water is $ne it performs an action  while
if the water is below a LowWater it performs an action lw. SensorA detects a dangerous
methane level and, in this case, it performs an action dm. If the methane level is not
dangerous, it performs either an action b or an action  depending on whether the
external environment is interested in the methane level or not, respectively. See Fig. 2
for the software architecture of the mine pump.
In our language the three sensors can be described as follows:
SensorD ≡ rec x : ( :x + hw :x + dw:x);
SensorE ≡ rec x : ( :x + lw :x);
SensorA ≡ rec x : ( :x + b:x + dm:x):
The pump receives on or o7 commands from the pump controller when the water must
be pumped out or not, respectively.
Pump ≡ rec x : (on:x + o7 : x):
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Fig. 2. The mine pump software architecture.
The pump controller is the parallel composition of controllers: ContrA, ContrE and
ContrD. ContrA receives signals by SensorA, ContrE by SensorE and ContrD by
SensorA.
Controller ≡ ContrA |ContrE |ContrD:
When ContrA receives a DangerMethane (it communicates with SensorA by perform-
ing an action dm) message it switches o, the pump because there could be risk of
explosion; the pump must not be operated if the methane level is critical. Then ContrA
informs the environment that the mine must be evacuated.
When ContrE receives a LowWater (it communicates with SensorE by performing
an action lw) it simply switches o, the pump.
ContrD behaves di,erently in case it receives a DangerWater or a HighWater. In the
former case it informs the environment that the mine must be evacuated. In the latter
case it controls if the methane level is dangerous or not. In the former case it switches
o, the pump (in case it is pumping out water) to avoid risk of explosion and informs
the environment that the mine must be evacuated, in the latter case it switches on the
pump.
ContrA ≡ rec x :dm:o7 : evacuate :x;
ContrE ≡ rec x :lw :o7 : x;
ContrD ≡ rec x :dw :evacuate :x + rec x : hw :(dm:o7 : evacuate :x + Kb:on:x):
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Table 5
A matrix for Mine1
SensorA SensorD SensorE ContrD ContrE ContrA Pump
X X X X X X X
X X
X X
X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X X
X X
X X
The whole system is the parallel composition of the sensors, the pump and the pump
controller. In our initial con$guration, Mine1, we assume that SensorA and the Pump
are the faster devices. These are faster than SensorD and SensorE which, in turn, are
faster than the three controllers.
Mine1 ≡ (〈SensorD; N x : t3(x)〉 |
〈SensorA; Sx : t2(x)〉 |
〈SensorE; Mx : t3(x)〉 |
〈ContrA; Rx : t4(x)〉 |
〈ContrE; Rx : t4(x)〉 |
〈ContrD; Rx : t4(x)〉 |
〈Pump; Px : t2(x)〉)\{b; dm; dw; lw; hw; on; o7 }:
The matrix associated with Mine1 is shown in Table 5. The least common time is t12
(remember that it is the $rst time, after the starting time x, in the sequence generated
by the most general uni$er, that is the $rst time at which all components can perform
an action). The $nest sequence is
{x; t2(x); t3(x); t4(x); t6(x); t8(x); t9(x); t10(x)}:
These times are denoted by the natural numbers {0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7}. We recall that these
are all the (local relative) times at which some component can perform an action.
3.2. The lip synchronization problem
A number of speci$cations of the lip synchronization algorithm, allowing for both
automatic and semi-automatic veri$cation, can be found in the literature. Here, we
provide a high level description of the problem concentrating on structural proper-
ties related to the (possible) interactions among components. For a deep study of the
temporal aspects see [8].
Two data sources, a sound source and a video source, generate a pair of data streams.
These streams are received at a presentation device. The problem is to ensure that play
out the two streams at the presentation device is acceptably synchronized. Sound and
video sources, sound and video managers, a controller and a presentation device are the
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Fig. 3. The lip synchronization software architecture.
system components. When a sound packet arrives at the presentation device a savail
signal is passed to the sound manager. When appropriate the sound manager returns a
spres(ent) to the presentation device indicating that the packet can be presented. The
video manager has a corresponding behavior. The controller contains the body of the
lip synchronization algorithm. It receives sready (respectively, vready) from the sound
(respectively, video) manager, indicating that a sound (respectively, video) packet is
ready to be played. The controller then evaluates if it is appropriate or not to play the
particular packed (synchronizations on channels  and , respectively, see below the
de$nition of Controller). It either returns an sok (respectively, vok) or, if an acceptable
synchronization is not recoverable, it signals an error (on channel e2) which will then
be delivered to the presentation device (on channel e1). See Fig. 3 for the software
architecture of the lip synchronization.
Let us $rst describe the behavior of the sound and video sources
Sound ≡ rec x : sstream:x;
Video ≡ rec x : vstream:x :
The presentation device is the parallel composition of a sound presentation device and
a video presentation device
PresDev ≡ PresDevS |PresDevV;
where
PresDevS ≡ rec x : sstream: savail :(spres :splay : x + Ke1 : error :x);
PresDevV ≡ rec x : vstream: vavail :(vpres :vplay : x + Ke1 : error :x):
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Table 6
A matrix for Lip1
Sound Video SMn VMn CoS CoV PDvS PDvV
X X X X X X X X
X X X X X
X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X
X X X X X
The Controller is de$ned by
Controller ≡ ControllerS |ControllerV;
where
ControllerS ≡ rec x : sready ( K :sok :x + K:e2 : x);
ControllerV ≡ rec x : vready ( :vok :x + :e2 : x):
Finally, the sound and video managers have the following behavior:
SoundManager ≡ rec x : savail :sready :(sok :spres : x + Ke2 : e1 : x);
VideoManager ≡ rec x : vavail :vready :(vok :vpres : x + Ke2 : e1 : x):
The whole system describing the lip synchronization problem is the parallel compo-
sition of the Sound and Video sources, presentation devices, controllers and sound,
video managers. A possible (actually particularly favorable, as we will see later on)
association of local clocks to the lip parallel components is
Lip1 ≡ (〈Sound; N x : t2(x)〉|
〈Video; Sx : t4(x)〉|
〈SoundManager; Mx : t3(x)〉|
〈VideoManager; Qx : t3(x)〉|
〈ControllerS; Rx : t2(x)〉|
〈ControllerV; Rx : t2(x)〉|
〈PresDevS; Px : t2(x)〉|
〈PresDevV; T x : t2(x)〉)\B;
where B= {sstream; savail; sready; sok; spres; vstream; vavail; vready; vok; vpres;
; ; e1; e2}.
The matrix associated with Lip1 is shown in Table 6. The least common time is t
12.
The $nest sequence is {x; t2(x); t3(x); t4(x); t6(x); t8(x); t9(x); t10(x)} and SMn, VMn,
CoS, CoV, PDvS, PDvV stand for SoundManager, VideoManager, ControllerS,
ControllerV, PresDevS, PresDevV, respectively.
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Fig. 4. The steam boiler software architecture.
3.3. The steam boiler
The level of water in a boiler, that is heated to generate high-pressure steam, has
to be controlled to guarantee certain minimal and maximal water level values (whose
violation would damage the steam boiler).
The steam boiler consists of two sensors, MeasS and MeasW, a pump, Pump, a
valve, Valve and two controllers, PContr and VContr. The sensor MeasS measures
the steam pressure level value within the boiler while the sensor MeasW measures
the water level value. The Pump is used to pump water in the boiler to replace the
steam released, and Valve is used to release steam when the pressure within the boiler
becomes dangerous. The pump controller PContr switches the pump o, when the
water reaches the high water level and on when it goes below the low water level.
An operator must be informed of any level of the water becoming critical (below the
low level water and over the high level water). The valve controller VContr switches
the valve on when the steam has to be released and o, when the pressure steam level
value becomes acceptable. As in the case of the pump controller, an operator must be
informed of any level of the steam becoming critical (over the high level steam). See
Fig. 4 for the software architecture of the steam boiler.
Let us describe the intended behavior of the sensors. MeasW performs an internal
action  when the level of water is between the low and high water level. It performs an
action LowWater (lw) when the water must be pumped in the boiler and action High-
Water (hw) when the actual level of water suPciently replaces the steam released.
When the level of the water is too high or too low MeasW performs an action
DangerWater (dw). MeasS has a similar behavior. It performs an action  when the
level value of the steam is between the low level and the high level, an action hs
when the Valve must be opened (because the level value of the steam is too high), an
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action ls when the Valve has to be closed and an action ds when the level value of
the steam becomes critical (higher than the maximum value allowed).
MeasW ≡ rec x : ( :x + hw :x + lw :x + dw:x);
MeasS ≡ rec x : ( :x + hs :x + ls :x + ds:x):
The pump receives pon or po7 commands from the pump controller when the water
must be pumped in or not, respectively.
Pump ≡ rec x : (pon:x + po7 : x):
The valve must be opened (closed) when it receives von (vo7 ) commands from the
valve controller.
Valve ≡ rec x : (von:x + vo7 : x):
The steam controller is the parallel composition of the pump controller and the valve
controller: PContr and VContr. PContr receives signals by MeasW and VContrE by
MeasS.
SContr ≡ PContr |VContr:
When PContr receives a LowWater (it communicates with MeasW by performing an
action lw) it switches on the pump and when it receives a HighWater (it communicates
with MeasW by performing an action hw) it switches o, the pump. Finally, if PContr
receives a DangerWater level (it communicates with MeasW by performing an action
dw) the operator is informed through the execution of an action Emergency. VContr
behaves similarly.
PContr ≡ rec x : dw :Emergency : x
+ rec x : hw :po7 : x
+ rec x : lw :pon:x;
VContr ≡ rec x : ds :Emergency : x
+ rec x : hs :von:x
+ rec x : ls :vo7 : x:
The whole system is the parallel composition of the sensors, the pump, the pump
controller, the valve and the valve controller. In our initial con$guration, Steam1, we
assume that the Valve and the Pump are the faster devices. The sensors MeasW and
MeasS are slower than the previous components but faster than the two controllers.
Steam1 ≡ (〈MeasW; N x :t3(x)〉|
〈MeasS; Sx :t3(x)〉|
〈PContr; Rx :t4(x)〉|
〈VContr; Mx :t4(x)〉|
〈Pump; Px :t2(x)〉|
〈Valve; Qx :t2(x)〉)\{dw; ds; lw; ls; hw; hs; pon; po7 ; von; vo7 }:
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Table 7
A matrix for Steam1
MeasW MeasS PContr VContr Pump Valve
X X X X X X
X X
X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X
X X
The matrix associated with Steam1 is shown in Table 7. The least common time is t12
(remember that it is the $rst time, after the starting time x, in the sequence generated
by the most general uni$er, that is the $rst time at which all components can perform
an action). The $nest sequence is
{x; t2(x); t3(x); t4(x); t6(x); t8(x); t9(x); t10(x)}:
These times are denoted by the natural numbers {0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7}. We recall that
these are all the (local) times at which some component can perform an action.
4. Analyzing system behaviors
In this section we show how our model can be fruitfully used to analyze system
properties. We are particularly interested in proving properties related to the interaction
capabilities of the system components. These may in?uence both the system function-
ality and its performance.
To see how interaction capabilities of the system components may in?uence the
system functionality consider again the pair of parallel components in Example 2.1.
According to the associated local clocks, indeed, it is not diPcult to see that the syn-
chronization on channel b never $res. At time 0, indeed, process p1 must perform
the initial  action. The synchronization on channel b cannot happen because the b
action by p1 is within the scope of the initial . On the other hand, at time 1, when
both partners would be able to communicate, process p2 is stuck since it does not have
t2(x) in its local sequence of times. Time cannot elapse, however, without changing the
functionality of the two components. Indeed, p1 can perform a  action at time t2(x).
This leads to the initial state again. The execution, then, proceeds periodically. This
phenomenon would not arise if p1 and p2 would be associated with local clocks gen-
erating the same temporal scale. Such a problem is intrinsic in communicating systems.
Indeed, parallel components can only synchronize at given time instances (detected by
the local clocks). Hence, some synchronizations might be delayed for a while if not
discarded at all. Note that in the case of the Mine Pump, Lip Synchronization and
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Steam Boiler systems, every action will eventually be performed. This is mainly the
reason why our systems are deadlock-free. 1
To show that the process synchronization in a parallel system may in?uence the
system performance, we $rst analyze what happens in the sub-class of concurrent but
noncommunicating systems, and then what happens when synchronization is allowed.
Consider a simple concurrent but noncommunicating system such as MeasW and
MeasS running in parallel:
〈MeasW; Rx : t4(x)〉 | 〈MeasS; Rx : t4(x)〉:
If we make the temporal scale $ner then the performance of such a system always
increases. Since these processes specify sensors, this means that more checks are made
in the same interval of time. This implies that the danger level water=steam and the
high level water=steam are detected sooner.
Another simple example of concurrent but not communicating system is the high-
level description of the water sensors and the methane sensor running in parallel:
〈SensorD; Rx :t4(x)〉 | 〈SensorE; Rx :t4(x)〉 | 〈SensorA; Rx :t4(x)〉:
Still, a $ner temporal scale would improve the performance of such systems. Of course,
in this case, this would mean detecting the danger level methane and the high level
water sooner.
The slogan “speeding up a system component always means speeding up the per-
formance of the system as a whole”, however, on one hand is not always desirable,
on the other is not always guaranteed. Consider the sound presentation device and the
video presentation device in the Lip Synchronization system. Also in this case
〈PresDevS; Px :t2(x)〉 | 〈PresDevV; T x :t2(x)〉:
we could improve the performance of the system by letting the two components run
faster. This is a speci$c case, however, in which two parallel components must proceed
at comparable speed because it is critical that a sound stream is played out within a
reasonable interval of time after=before that the video stream is played out. By letting
a component run faster than another we could observe the video and sound streams
not very “well-synchronized”.
Moreover, in the presence of process synchronization, it is not the case that faster
components always imply faster systems. Consider
((SensorD; 0) | (SensorA; 0) | (SensorE; 0) | (ContrD; 0)|(ContrA; 0)|
(ContrE; 0) | (Pump; 0))\{b; dm; dw; lw; hw; on; o7 } . 0;
the initial state of the transition system describing the transitional semantics of Mine1
(each relative time is set at 0).
1 It is worth noting that our timed process algebra does not have processes which may cause the stop of
the passage of time, the “time-stop” phenomenon, as in TCCS (see [22]). Processes with time-stops may
cause the deadlock of all processes which are in parallel composition or in alternative composition with the
process itself. Thus, the considered systems are deadlock-free in usual sense; i.e., they never reach states
where no action can be performed.
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Note that the earlier time at which the Pump can be switched on in Mine1, due to
a HighWater level, is t8(x). This is a case in which the Pump works faster than the
Controllers. If we let the Pump running slower than the Controllers, as in the alternative
Mine Pump system,
Mine2 ≡ (〈SensorD; N x :t3(x)〉 |
〈SensorA; Sx :t2(x)〉 |
〈SensorE; Mx :t3(x)〉 |
〈ContrA; Rx :t4(x)〉 |
〈ContrE; Rx :t4(x)〉 |
〈ContrD; Rx :t4(x)〉 |
〈Pump; Px :t5(x)〉)\{b; dm; dw; lw; hw; on; o7 };
then the $rst time at which the Pump can be switched on, due to a HighWater level,
is t20(x). In this case the matrix associated with Mine2 has 44 entries.
However, often, having faster components does not imply an improvement in terms
of performance of the whole system. Consider another con$guration of the Mine Pump
system, Mine3, obtained by replacing the local clocks of the Controllers in Mine1 with
Rx :t3(x) (hence, faster controllers). In Mine1, the earlier time at which an evacuate
action (due to a danger level of methane) can be observed by the external operator is
t8(x). In Mine3, instead, an evacuate can only be observed at time t9(x).
Similar results can be proved by considering the Steam Boiler system. Consider, for
instance, initial state of the transition system describing the transitional semantics of
Steam1:
((MeasW; 0) | (MeasS; 0) | (PContr; 0) | (VContr; 0) | (Pump; 0) |
(Valve; 0))\{dw; ds; ; hw; hs; lw; ls; pon; po7 ; von; vo7 } . 0:
The earlier time the Valve (Pump) is opened in Steam1, due to a HighSteam (Low-
Water) level, is t4(x) (t4(x)). This is a case in which the Valve (Pump) runs faster
than the Controllers.
As one would expect, if the Valve (Pump) runs slower than the Controllers (replace
local clocks Px :t2(x) and Qx :t2(x) with Px :t5(x) and Qx :t5(x) in Steam1) then we
would get a worse performance: the Valve (Pump) would be opened at t20(x). One can
see, also in this case, faster components may imply worse performances, consider the
following assignment of local speeds to the components of the steam boiler system (the
controllers are faster than the corresponding ones in Steam1 while the other components
are untouched):
Steam2 ≡ (〈MeasW; N x:t3(x)〉 |
〈MeasS; Sx:t3(x)〉 |
〈PContr; Rx:t3(x)〉 |
〈VContr; Mx:t3(x)〉 |
〈Pump; Px:t2(x)〉 |
〈Valve; Qx:t2(x)〉)\{dw; ds; lw; ls; hw; hs; pon; po7 ; vonc; vo7 }:
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In this case, we get a matrix with only four entries but the least time the Valve (Pump)
can be opened, due to a HighSteam (LowWater) level, is time t6(x) (against the t4(x)
of Steam1).
Regarding the Lip Synchronization system we can exploit an assignment of speeds
to the parallel components where sound and video streams are played out together and
hence “well-synchronized”. This is the case, for instance, of the local clocks associated
with the components in Lip1. On the other hand, there are assignments of local clocks
which lead the system to unwanted behaviors because, for instance, sound and video
streams are played out at di,erent time instances. For an evidence of this fact consider
a system Lip2 with a faster VideoManager:
Lip2 ≡ (〈Sound; N x:t2(x)〉 |
〈Video; Sx:t4(x)〉 |
〈SoundManager; Mx:t3(x)〉 |
〈VideoManager; Qx:t2(x)〉 |
〈ControllerS; Rx:t2(x)〉 |
〈ControllerV; Rx:t2(x)〉 |
〈PresDevS; Px:t2(x)〉 |
〈PresDevV; T x:t2(x)〉)\B;
Lip2 plays out a video stream at t
36(x) while the corresponding sound stream at time
t46(x).
4.1. On mapping abstract time into real time
Many interesting properties related to our systems can be analyzed by mapping our
abstract interpretation of time and time passing into the common notion of (real) time.
Consider the local times of given parallel components and let
{x = t0(x); tm1 (x); tm2 (x); tm3 (x); : : : ; tmk (x)};
for some k ∈N, be the sequence from the starting observation time x to the least
common one tmk (x).
Let us associate to x a real time coinciding with the starting (real) time of observation
and to the $rst order term t, appearing within local clocks, a (real) time interval, the
“duration of t”, denoted by dur(t). The latter can be thought as the temporal scale
“unit” of the parallel components.
This allows us to associate a real time to each abstract time. For instance, each
time tmi(x) above corresponds to real time x+ (mi×dur(t)). In general, any tn(x) (for
n∈N) corresponds to the real time x+n×dur(t). This time can be viewed as the sum
of three times:
(1) x the starting observation time,
(2) (n divmk)× (mk × dur(t)) which is the product between the time needed to reach
the least common time mk × dur(t) and how many times the least common time
is reached n divmk .
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(3) (nmod mk)× dur(t) which is the real time corresponding to an abstract time in
the sequence above.
When times feature as absolute (i.e., referred to the starting observation time, as con-
sidered in (4)), these are the ingredients to translate a time into a real time. The
approach followed in Section 2, however, models relative times, not the absolute ones.
Consequently, to compute the real time at which an event is observed, we have to
consider the summation of all the times of the events preceding the one under ob-
servation. The main diPculty in doing this is that we limit times in transitions to be
elements of the set {x; tm1 (x); tm2 (x); tm3 (x); : : : ; tmk−1 (x)}. This, on one hand allows us
to associate $nite transition systems with IP terms on the other makes it more diPcult
to compute the real time in item (2). We have to detect, indeed, how many times the
least common time is reached; i.e., how many times (n+ 1)mod #M =0 is computed
in the premise of the rule Time) in Table 3. This information is in the derivation proof
of any transitions. Thus, consider a computation
d0
0@m0
❀ d1
1@m1
❀ : : :
n−1@mn−1
❀ dn
n@mn
❀ dn+1;
where, for simplicity, we assume that m0; : : : ; mn are the actual times (not the corre-
sponding natural numbers). Suppose we want to compute the real time at which action
n is observed. Assume that d0 is an initial state (each relative time is 0). To do this,
we $rst compute:
(i) the real observation time of action 0 and, then,
(ii) the real observation time of each mi in di
i@mi
❀ di+1 which follows
di−1
i−1@mi−1
❀ di (the previous observation).
The time in item (i) can be computed as the summation of the times in items (1)–(3)
above. The time associated with x is already known. To compute the number of times
the least common time is reached it is enough to inspect the derivation proof of
transition d0
0@m0→ d1. This number multiplied by mk × dur(t) gives the time in item
(2). The time in item (3) is simply m0× dur(t). To compute the time in item (ii)
we proceed analogously. If time mi is elapsed from mi−1 without reaching the least
common time, then the real time in (ii) is (mi−mi−1)×dur(t). Otherwise, an inspection
of the derivation di
i@mi
❀ di+1 gives how many times the least common time is reached.
Then proceed as in case (i).
Hence, the real time action n is observed is given by the summation of the real
times consumed in each single transition. Given this algorithm we can answer questions
like the following ones:
• Can the pump be switched on in 1 h?
• After how many time units ControllerA switches o, the pump after receiving a
DangerMethane command by SensorA?
• Can the external environment be informed in 1 h if the mine must be evacuated?
• When the controller receives a DangerWater which is the least time the environment
is informed that the mine must be evacuated?
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• Are there actions which will never be performed?
• Is our system deadlock-free? And, eventually, which is the least time it will reach
a deadlock state?
These questions may have di,erent answers depending on the local clocks chosen
to specify the speed of the parallel components, that is depending on the considered
con$guration.
Note that most of these questions can be answered statically, that is by just looking
at the matrix, once the uni$cation process has been performed. This is a relevant
di,erence with other approaches to the description of real time systems (as the Mine
Pump case study reported in [1]).
5. Related works
The main aim of this work is concerned with the static analysis of behavioral aspects
of systems obtained by assembling together components running at (possibly) di,erent
speed. This is the reason why we consider system activities as instantaneous events
(by abstracting from their duration) while concentrating on the relative speed of the
system components.
The relative speed between components, indeed, directly in?uence the interaction
capabilities of the system components which, in turn, may in?uence the system per-
formance. The system description language we consider implements several ideas from
classic timed process description languages. The view of system activities as instanta-
neous events is taken from [22] (and related works, see references therein), while the
idea of using local clocks is taken from [2,15,11,12].
We also have some technical similarities with Timed CSP [24], though Reed and
Roscoe mainly concentrate on denotational semantics based on timed traces in the sense
of Hoare. In TCSP, actions are atomic and time passes between them. However, the
delay between the execution of the actions by a system component is $xed and equal
for every action. Although not explicitly present in our approach, we can also think of
a similar notion of duration. Indeed, we can smoothly assume that every tic in a period
of time (every entry of the matrix describing the elapsing of time) takes a certain $xed
time. Moreover, in TCSP, the actions are observed in two di,erent ways: a denotes the
communication of action a at any time while aˆ denotes the communication of action a
at the moment it becomes available. The former actions correspond, in our setting, to
delayed actions while the latter ones are the urgent actions (those performed without
any delay).
The main di,erence with these works is that we can model di,erent speed for
di,erent system components. This is not possible neither in [22,24], where the existence
of a unique global clock is made explicit (and based upon the fact that all system
components must synchronize), nor in [2,15,11,12], where the local clocks are assumed
to elapse in the same way (by making the system components running at the same
speed). For a comprehensive account of the relationships among the mentioned timed
models we refer to [12].
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Moreover, our aim is to carry on a static analysis of the system which should permit
the evaluation of the synchronization potentiality of a component-based system at con-
$guration time. Depending on the analysis results it should be possible to adjust the
local speed of the components or change the behavioral system con$guration. Clocks,
in fact, are not involved in the semantics of the operations, the only link in between
the time and the behavioral operations is due to the de$nition of time passing.
This aspect di,erentiates our approach from others. For example, the notion of local
clocks and a calculus for synchronizing local clocks, is also presented in the language
SIGNAL [4,23]. There, a clock is associated with a signal and clocks can be of di,erent
frequencies. The calculus of clocks at compilation time allows the construction of a
forest of clocks associated with the program, the primitive operators of the calculus
explicitly take the clocks into account and might require two signals to exhibit the
same clocks. Although the notion of local clocks and of their calculus might resemble
our approach, the use of these notions in the two approaches is di,erent. The principal
purpose of the clock calculus is to detect potential inconsistencies and contradictions
as well as to give a synthetic representation of the global synchronization capability of
the program starting from the local synchronization capabilities. Whereas our approach
focuses on the con$guration phase and on the possibility of statically analyzing the
performance of a con$guration with respect to the relative speed of its components, in
a relatively simple way.
6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have presented an approach to model con$gurations of real-time
components, each one characterized by its own local clock=speed.
We model a con$guration as a network of parallel components, components are
described in a simple regular process algebra while clocks are represented as simple
iterative  terms, i.e. terms which $nitely represent in$nite sequences of $rst order
terms. Thus we model di,erent times (clocks) with di,erent sequences of terms, com-
mon subsequences of terms (modulo ordinary uni$cation) among di,erent sequences
show that the various clock synchronize on those time units. Thus the sequence of
time units obtained by taking all the terms that are in common among the various
local sequences, represent the possible global synchronization times of the system.
The system con$guration can evolve according to an operational semantics, which
can be considered quite standard except for the treatment of the local clocks, that is
each component can perform an action according to its own clock but synchronizations
among di,erent components can happen only if the components perform complementary
actions at the same time. Thus at con$guration time a sort of tuning of the local clocks
is performed, in order to identify the best way to relate the clocks with each other in
order to maximize the system synchronizations. We have de$ned this tuning operation
as the uni$cation of the  iterative terms that represent the local clocks. In this way
all the local clocks will be expressed in terms of a unique (faster) clock, which we
assume as the global clock. At each tick of the global clock some action can happen.
The property of the uni$er to be most general, allows us to obtain that this time
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con$guration step is optimal, that is it maximizes the synchronization capabilities of the
system. This can be interpreted as a system coordination step in which all components
are constrained in their timing behavior in order to achieve the maximum number of
synchronizations.
Due to the fact that clocks are discrete and have a $nite period, we can $nitely
model the time with a matrix which describes the timing behavior of each component in
between two time instants of the common sequence. This basically describes component
potentiality to perform an action between two instants in which all the components in
the system can perform an action.
As we have shown in the example this modeling allows us to statically reason more
e,ectively on real-time component-based systems both in terms of real-time properties
and of global performance of the system.
The  iterative terms we used in this paper were very simple and did not show the 
iterative terms potentiality. We expect to better exploit the  iterative terms expressive
power in modeling, besides time, other quality parameters of heterogeneous system
components, like for example frequency or capacity. Future works are in the direction
of applying our approach to di,erent kinds of systems for which some kinds of tuning
of quality parameters should be done at con$guration time.
As far as automating our approach is concerned we are considering the possibility
of extending=adapting existing tools to our setting.
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